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Be still, still
Be still, still
Let's make the stars, the moon line up and shine
tonight!
Let's make the world our home tonight,
Let's make the sky our home tonight, yeah!
It was the day I met you like just seems to smile
Let me you hold on to that a while,
Let me live in the moment for some time

Chorus:
And I don't want to just, , the pretty song
I don't wanna sing just some words
I don't wanna explain this role, no
I don't wanna compete with this piano
And sometimes the best thing to say is just nothing at
all
Just be still, still, still!

Let the music be, music be, music be, yeah, yeah
Oh, still!
Let's move the Earth without moving at all tonight
Let's set the tone it calls tonight
Let's be the sound and, inside!
It's just how, presence fulfills me and love,
Gimmie that burn that's in your touch
Somewhere with you, I don't need much!

Chorus:
I don't want to just, , the pretty song
I don't wanna sing just some words
I don't wanna explain this role, no
I don't wanna compete with this piano
And sometimes the best thing to say is just nothing at
all
Just be still, still, still!

Let's make the stars, the moon line up and shine
tonight!
Let's make the world our home tonight,
Let's make the sky our home tonight, yeah!
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It was the day I met you like just seems to smile
Let me you hold on to that a while,
Let me live in the moment for some time
Just hold the morning clouds, don't speak just hold that
thought
Baby, don't move, no, let's get,
And I don't wanna find out,
To the, start blinking, to the fireworks and,
To you I don't need no words to say at all!
Just let yourself be still
Be still, still
Be still, still
Let the music be, music be, still, still!
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